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Abstract
Video Emotion Recognition (VER) plays a crucial role in human-centered visual understanding. Current
VER methods commonly leverage visual, audio and textual attribute features to train emotion classifier.
Skeleton data is widely used in the action recognition field, which is used as key points to describe the
movements of the whole body. Building upon this, in this paper, we introduce the integration of skeleton
data into VER, aiming to learn diverse actions to improve emotion recognition performance. Specifically,
we propose a model with the input of three modalities, i.e., visual, audio and skeleton data. Subsequently,
the NeXtVLAD module is employed to aggregate emotion clues, and the resulting features from the three
modalities are concatenated to a SE block to get the rich information from three modalities. Finally, the
features are fed into the classifier for emotion classification. Extensive experimental results conducted
on the VideoEmotion-8 dataset demonstrate our proposed model achieves comparable performance on
video emotion recognition.
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1. Introduction

Recognizing the emotional state of people in videos is a basic but challenging task in video
understanding field. Many subtasks has grown out of this task, for instance, Gao et al. [1]
proposed a new task that aimed to recognize the emotional relationship between the two
interactive characters in a video. The existing method for VER task mostly utilize features
of more than one modality. Specifically, Zhao et al. [2] proposed an end-to-end manner with
visual and audio information, and Wang et al. [3] took the textual information as well as the
visual information together. Moreover, Zhang et al . [4] used all of the three modalities to refine
multi-modal representations and explore the commonality among different modalities in Multi-
modal Multi-label Emotion Recognition task. Different from existing works, we incorporate
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Figure 1: Overview of the proposed multi-modal emotion recognition model. Our model contains four
components: (1) Feature Extraction, which is used to extract features of three modalities. (2) Feature
Clustering, which include an Encoder [5] and a NeXtVLAD [6] module. (3) Feature Fusion, which
consists of a SE block [7]. (4) Classifier, which generate the output class of a certain video.

for the first time the corresponding skeleton feature into the emotion recognition process. The
contributions of our work are three aspects:

• We address video emotion recognition from a novel perspective by incorporating not
only the conventional modalities but also the valuable skeleton information.

• We propose a multi-modality model with a visual, an audio and a skeleton stream, where
each stream facilitates each modality to capture rich information from different perspec-
tives.

• Our model achieves comparable result on VideoEmotion-8 dataset with the accuracy of
43.2.

2. Methodology

2.1. Data Preparation

As depicted in Figure 1, give the video 𝑉with the total length of 𝑇, we first extra features of three
modalities. For the visual features, we utilize the Swin Transformer [8] to exact the frame-level
features 𝑉 ∈ ℝ𝑇×768. The audio features 𝐴 ∈ ℝ𝑇×128 are exacted by the VGGish [9] model. As
for the skeleton features, we utilize the BlazePose model [10] to get the pose data 𝑆 ∈ ℝ𝑇×99. 𝑇
is set to 100 in our model.



2.2. Feature Clustering and Fusion

To enhance the exacted features, we first utilize the Transformer [5] encoder layer to capture
intra-modal relationships within each modality. Next, we utilize the NeXtVLAD [6] module to
extract rich and distinctive information from each modality by aggregating local features and
capturing global context. Finally, to refine the multi-modal representations, we combine the
outputs of the three modalities using a concatenation operation, which is illustrated in Eq. 1.
To sufficiently explore the diversity among different modalities and enhance the commonality
of each modality, we incorporate the SE block proposed by Hu et al. [7]. The SE block starts
with a linear layer that performs dimension reduction, resulting in the output 𝐹1 as shown in
Eq. 2. This dimension reduction step helps capture the most relevant features for each modality.
Next, we apply two additional linear layers to aggregate the features from the three modalities,
resulting in the generation of 𝐹2 as formulated in Eq. 3. Finally, we incorporate 𝐹1 and 𝐹2
through a dot product operation and output the fused feature representation ̃𝐹.

𝐹 = [𝑉
′
; 𝐴

′
; 𝑆

′
], (1)

𝐹1 = 𝛿(𝐵𝑁 (𝑊1(𝐹 ))), (2)

𝐹2 = 𝜎(𝑊3(𝐵𝑁 (𝛿(𝑊2𝐹1)))), (3)

̃𝐹 = 𝐹1 ⋅ 𝐹2, (4)

where “[; ]” is the concatenation operation. 𝛿 and 𝜎 are the ReLU and sigmoid activate function
respectively.

2.3. Emotion Classification

After obtaining the enhanced feature representation ̃𝐹, we utilize a multi-layer perception
(MLP) for the classification of emotion categories. Specifically, the initial input to the MLP is a
512-dimensional feature vector. The output of the MLP is 8-dimensional vector, corresponding
to the categories of emotions being classified.

3. Experiments

3.1. Dataset

VideoEmotion-8 [11] consists of 1,101 videos collected from Youtube and Flickr with the average
duration of 107 seconds. The videos are divided into eight emotion categories according to
the well-known Plutchik’s wheel of emotions [12], including “anger”, “anticipation”, “disgust”,
“fear”, “joy”, “sadness”, “surprise” and “trust”. These categories are popularly adopted in the
existing works on emotion analysis. There are at least 100 videos per category, which is believed
to have enough information to reflect the emotional relationship.



Table 1
Performance of different methods with different modalities on the VideoEmotion-8 dataset.

Method Visaul Audio Skeleton Accuracy
SentiBank [15] ! None None 35.5
E-MDBM [16] ! ! None 40.4
NeXtVLAD [6] ! ! ! 30.2

Ours ! ! ! 43.2

3.2. Evaluation Metric and Implementation Details

Following previous work for video emotion recognition, we report the average classification
accuracy of 10 runs. In each run, the train set is made by selecting 2/3 of the data from each
category, and the test set take the rest. For the encoder [5], we set the number of head in
multi-head self-attention mechanism to 4. The group size in NeXtVLAD [6] module is set to 8
and the number of clusters is set to 4. In the training process, we adopt the Adam optimizer [13]
with the initial learning rate 0.0001. The total epoch is set to 100 with batch-size 16. Our model
is implemented in PyTorch [14].

3.3. Experimental Results

As shown in Table 1, we report the performance of our model on the VideoEmotion-8 dataset.
Note that we only use a simple baseline model to verify whether the skeleton data is useful
for VER. Compare with existing methods, our model achieves the comparable result with the
Accuracy of 43.2. At first, we study the the effectiveness of each modality feature for VER, and
the results are illustrated in Table 2. Without visual branch, we can see that the Accuracy drops
to 37.4, indicating the visual information is dominant of the recognition process. As for audio
branch, the result (i.e., Accuracy drops from 43.2 to 39.9) shows that the audio information
also plays an important role in it. The VideoEmotion-8 dataset consists of videos captured in
noisy environments where multiple sounds from different sources are presented. This poses a
challenge to the reliability of the audio modality compared to the other two modalities (visual
and skeleton). However, our analysis shows that the inclusion of skeleton features significantly
improves the performance of the video emotion recognition task. This indicates that the skeleton
information, which has not been fully utilized in previous human-centered emotion recognition
tasks, plays a crucial role in accurately capturing emotions in videos. Additionally, we conducted
experiments to determine the optimal number of clusters (𝛼) for the NeXtVLAD module in our
model. As shown in Table 3, we found that setting 𝛼 to 4 yielded the best results.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we exploit the skeleton features for video emotion recognition task for the first
time, as well as address the importance of skeleton information for this task. In addition, the
proposed simple baseline achieves an accuracy 43.2 on VideoEmotion-8 dataset. We believe that
this paper will inspire people to consider the skeleton data for emotion recognition tasks. In



Table 2
Ablation study results of the main component in our method on the VideoEmotion-8 dataset.

Method Accuracy
w/o visual branch 37.4
w/o audio branch 39.9

w/o skeleton branch 38.5
Ours 43.2

Table 3
Ablation study results of the the number of clusters 𝛼 of NeXtVLAD [6] module in our method on the
VideoEmotion-8 dataset.

𝛼 Accuracy
𝛼=2 42.5
𝛼=4 43.2
𝛼=8 42.8
𝛼=16 41.3

the future, we plan to exploit temporal contexts [17] to model skeleton sequence. By focusing
on these aspects, we anticipate improving the accuracy of VER models.
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